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The Application Training Center

Improve your knowledge and
your business
Profit from more than 60 years of process know-how.
Our training enables you to „do the right thing the right way“ during the complete life
cycle of your process instrumentation.

Training under real process conditions guarantees the best learning result

In the planning phase Selecting the best fitting instrument technology for the application and choosing the most suitable communication
technology with the right amount of automation you need.
In the operations phase Knowing the advantages and disadvantages of different maintenance concepts and implementing a calibration
concept which ensures high consistent quality.
In the future Being aware of new technological trends and securing your advantage with “the Power of Know-How”.

Hands on training

Competence is the key to success
The Endress+Hauser Application Training Center helps you to become more successful, in
an exciting and sustainable way

Production modules like here a bioreactor, can be reproduced with our training rigs

We do not just offer training, we offer a training experience!
The refined didactical approach of the Application Training Center is a well-balanced combination of theoretical input and practical
experience. In small groups or even just in a tandem team, our participants will undergo an intense training experience.
The training topics range from generic process applications like mixing and blending, to industry specific processes like soft drink
production or wastewater treatment.
Hands on sessions are an important part of the learning process. Since this is usually not possible in a real production plant, those are
performed on especially designed training rigs, reproducing real process conditions in a safe way.

Sustainable learning result

Training taken to a higher level
„The Application Training Center is not only equipped with state of the
art facilities, but also offers great course content with the right balance
in theory and practicals.“
Ms. Abimbola Akinwumi
Prime Atlantic Global Instruments Limited
Nigeria

Small training groups ensure that the learner is always guided by a teacher

The application is the main focus in our training, therefore all courses share the common approach of looking at an instrument in its
process or function, i.e. being part of a control loop.
A proven methodology allows us to design training according to our customers requirements, tracing the efficiency in knowledge
transfer and to adapt the content if needed.

Learn more about the Application Training Center
www.endress.com/atc

Tailor made training solutions

No time? Different needs?
Self-learning packages or a customized training concept might be the answer

No time to attend scheduled
training courses?

Not an exact idea what your
requirements are?

You want to learn when and where it is
convenient for you?

The Application Training Center has the
answer: We offer complete training
packages and customized training
solutions. While the training packages are
based on existing training courses, we
also develop a tailor made training
solution based on your requirements.

Our consulting service uses a proven
model for instructional system design for
industrial education to develop a training
curriculum and thus a training concept
suitable for your needs. This ensures that
the right topics will get to the right
people.

Transportable training solutions allow to
train “whenever” and “wherever”, either
guided by a trainer or as self-learning
solution. Especially designed training
handbooks and hands-on lessons with
solutions guide provide a sustainable
learning result.

When will you
take your training
to a higher level?
With more than 500qm (5400 square feet) the
Application Training Center provides all you
expect from a modern training facility.
Our training rigs are miniaturized replicas from
real production processes, providing authentic
industrial components.
To evaluate understanding of topics covered,
each training ends with an assessment.
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